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 Notes on a Liminal State is a collection of poetry prepared in partial fulfillment of 

the requirements for the degree of Master of Fine Arts in writing at Florida Atlantic 

University. While the poems cover a variety of topics, recurring themes include a 

mother’s decline due to Alzheimer’s Disease, infertility, adoption, and the observation of 

rural landscapes. The poems do not adhere to any single form. 
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CONJUNCTIONS (An Introduction) 

My husband has been practicing muy thai boxing for about two years now.  Muy 

thai combines the skills found in martial arts such as tae kwon do with those skills found 

in traditional western boxing.  It is a sport in which knees, hands, feet, and elbows are all 

used to strike the opponent.   

It is a violent endeavor, especially for one who, as a young adult, declined 

registration for selective service based on a profession of peace.  Nonetheless he has 

found a spiritual outlet.  At that moment when knowledge and the physical meet, when 

movement has cleaved with memory and the body knows where to go without thinking.  

Step here, place pressure on the ball of the foot, and slip from your pursuer.  It is the 

unconscious, intuitive moment when internal and external are foreign constructs and 

body and mind are one. It is poetry.  And it is a state of mind I often find observed in the 

poems of William Bronk.   

Bronk’s poems have been a source of inspiration for me since I was first 

introduced to him about seven years ago. His influence is obvious in my poem, “What 

This Is.”  But it is also evident in how I think about poetry, and what poetry does for me.  
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“Living Instead”: 

Nothing much we can do about it so we live 

the way old bones and fossils lived, the way 

long-buried cities lived; we live instead 

-  just as if and even believing that here 

and finally now, ours could be the real world.   

What I like about Bronk is that a lot of his work provides a place for poetry in a 

world that has not much use for it.  As Bronk says above, it is true that survival 

necessitates we live in whatever world we inhabit.  But what about that other world: the 

illiterate, intuitive, unconscious, undated place?   This is what poetry is.  It is the place 

where creative impulse flourishes.  It is where we intuit sense. 

There is a real world which does make sense. 

It is beyond our knowing or speaking but it is there. 

In the construction of poetry, I feel as if I am helping to create the real world for 

myself, where the discomforts of life are confronted but also made peace with through 

the making of poetry.  It is a meditative or spiritual act; at least it is when I write my best 

poems. 

This might seem counterintuitive, given that so many of these poems are 

confronting disappointing and sad experiences of life –most specifically my mother’s 

declining health due to Alzheimer’s Disease and my own struggles with infertility. 

However, I think this is exactly what Bronk’s words allow.  Through reconstruction of  

my experiences, they cease to be unsolvable problems or situations and work to become 

art, like placing the pressure on the ball of my foot just so to deliver the greatest punch.   
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 Punch, indeed. The violence of my husband’s sport is also an apt image for this 

collection.  While I generally consider myself a peaceful person, many of the poems in 

this manuscript carry violent undertones.  Just as my husband channels his aggressive 

impulses, so do my poems channel rage at circumstance.  Examples of this can be found 

in “Dismantled” and “Domestic Geography.”   “Channeling Tarantino,” while completely 

unrelated in topic, is also quite violent (and I’m not sure where those images arrived 

from.)   

 Much of the syntax could also be characterized as violent.  Lines are choppy and 

enjambed in a way that creates an atmosphere of disorder, of roughness, an “all is not 

right” feel.  It is an effect I am often unaware of when writing and am surprised to 

discover when I have finished.    

 I have jumped from the concept of “real world” in William Bronk’s poetry to 

violent imagery and syntax.  The connection is loose, but it is there and an important 

component of what drives me to write poetry.  I think if one trusts Bronk’s ethos implied 

in “Living Instead” as a source not only of solace but also as a guiding poetic principle, it 

becomes easy to understand that, while the content of a poem may be very grounded in 

the complicated, imperfect lives we all must live, the act of transforming these lives 

locates the other world, the one that “makes sense.”   

 

AND 

One of the poems in my collection, “Knowing,” was prompted by my mother’s 

diagnosis of Alzheimer’s while still physically healthy.   While I feel the poem works 

well in this collection amid the other poems about my mother, it felt unfinished to early 
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readers.  I was trying to argue for the legitimacy of memory loss as a state of mind that is 

not necessarily lesser, but rather alternate.  I like the clinical sounding nature of the poem, 

the structure that mimics the structure of mathematical knowledge, since the ‘argument’ 

of the poem is its opposite; that feeling can be more fruitful than knowing.  There is not 

much else to say on this matter, but I feel attention must be paid here to the subject of my 

mother, as she is so prominent in many of my poems.  I guess one could say the sense I 

am trying to make of her condition is that the accumulation of facts and history do not 

make a person.  My mother has not disappeared.  She is present and she is real.  She is 

confounding and sometimes beyond knowing, but she is real and she has no questions 

about her condition. It is others who try to make or keep her as she was, and by doing so 

diminish her value now.  Some of my poems grapple not only with the sadness which 

surrounds a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s but with this valuing or devaluing of a life.  I guess 

they are my attempt to honor what she has become, and the small, surprising gifts that 

have arrived as a result, as much as I can. (I write these words while acknowledging that 

my family has not suffered the devastating effects of loving an Alzheimer’s patient prone 

to fits of rage or anger.  The gifts may be easier for us to unearth.)   

 

WHETHER 

The other focus in this collection is my attempt to start a family.  I am not 

oblivious to the parallels this has with my writing life.  Perhaps my struggles with the 

creation of new work, as I discuss further below, were a reflection of my own struggles to 

have a child, rather than a result of the intellectual work I was doing.  It wasn’t a topic I 

wrote often about, and it wasn’t a topic I wrote about to my satisfaction when I did write.  
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At times friends asked why I didn’t write more on the topic.  Part of it might have been 

the state of suspension, with no known conclusion, that the process of having a child - 

when it is not a smooth process - is.  My poem “Notes on a Liminal State” most 

successfully describes what it feels like.  Regardless, whether or not my difficulties in 

creating new work are tied to my difficulties in starting a family hardly matters, for the 

end results are the same.  My husband and I are elatedly nearing the end of our adoption 

of a beautiful boy and I am very happy to be nearing completion of my thesis. Since the 

entire process, from initially deciding to start a family to waiting for our child to arrive 

home from Ethiopia, preoccupied our lives and minds for many years, it was inevitable 

that it finally appeared in some of my poems.  While these poems are a bit scary to share, 

I do believe that not much is written – or written well - about infertility, and that our 

society implicitly shames those who are dealing with the situation by not making room 

for its discussion. I am not certain how successful these poems are, but I hope at least 

they convey some understanding of the experience beyond the scientific. 

 

SO 

Seamus Heaney, speaking of the Irish landscape, wrote that there are “two ways 

in which place is known and cherished, two ways which may be complementary but 

which are just as likely to be antipathetic.  One is lived illiterate and unconscious, the 

other learned literate and conscious.”    

 I include Seamus Heaney in this introduction because it wasn’t until my husband 

and I moved to Florida almost four years ago from the Midwest that I realized how 

influenced I have been by the landscape I grew up in.  My family: neither farmers nor 
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not.  My father was a judge and grew up in Rockaway, NY, and while my mother lived in 

Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota and Nebraska at various times in her childhood, she spent her 

high school years in Philadelphia.  However, when I was in fifth grade we moved to a 

small working farm complete with corn and soybeans and pigs and cows and all the work 

that comes attached to their productions. While I did not appreciate the move at the time, 

the need for space and green has remained with me. Many of these poems, such as “Make 

Believe,” “Decatur County,” and “Sublimate” reflect this type of knowing.  A part of me 

knows the Midwest, and its landscape and culture, in a way a cartographer cannot.  It is 

just in me and asserts itself in my writing.  

 But I bring in Heaney for another reason as well.  Heaney’s words can also 

indicate the ways people interact with literature.  At times we parse it, categorize it, 

theorize it; at other times we live in it and create it or inhabit it.  It is akin to sports 

announcers and players.  You do it or you evaluate it.  I had difficulty producing new 

writing when I started this program because as a graduate student one must do both.   

 I have done well in administrative affairs.  Organizing, planning, paying attention 

to details have proved to be my path to success.  This type of employment also provided 

the separation my mind needed to write poetry.  I could leave “work” behind and enter 

the field of inquiry and reflection that poetry is.  The best way for me to study literature 

with the intent of production appears to be to separate the two acts. This is how I took my 

first writing classes, one at a time while working full time, and I was quite productive. I 

worked in one location and wrote and read poetry in another. Taking classes in theory 

and teaching composition to new undergrads - both of which require a very logical, 
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organized approach - all in the same building where I was to also practice and learn how 

to write better poetry was difficult.   

 Nonetheless, despite less work than I hoped to produce, as I near the end to my 

MFA program, I realize how much the studying I’ve done of poets I would not have read 

on my own will prove quite valuable as I move forward.  Two of my most successful, and 

fairly recent poems,  “I Have Provisions for the Night” and “Sublimate,” are both logical 

enough to satisfy my own need for narration while providing oddness and opacity in a 

way that I believe makes the reader feel unsettled or uncertain as to intent.  I am fairly 

certain these two poems could be successful beyond my own small circle of readers, all 

of whom know me.  Other poems that I am not quite happy with (thus not included here) 

but have been written recently continue this trend and I feel it is a positive development 

in my writing.  I attribute it to the study of poets such as Jenny Bouilly or Lisa Robertson, 

and many others, while in this program.  They are poets I would not have read on my 

own.    

 

THAT 

As long as I am on the topic of influences, I need to mention Anne Carson.  

Though none of my poems can directly claim her influence, I have read five or so of her 

books in the past few years.  A great admiration may not lead to influence, but perhaps I 

may claim inspiration and aspiration.  The essays of Fanny Howe in her collections The 

Wedding Dress and The Winter Sun: Notes on a Vocation and William Bronk’s Vectors 

and Smoothable Curves: Collected Essays also fall in to this category.   
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 Since I’ve already talked about Bronk’s influence I’d like to briefly mention an 

example of the way that Howe helps me approach writing.  In her essay titled, 

“Bewilderment” Howe states, “What I have been thinking about lately is bewilderment as 

a way of entering the day as much as the work.  Bewilderment as a poetics and an ethics.”  

Howe talks about approaching poetry and life from a state of unknowing, of letting things 

unfold rather than of trying to escape situations with no guideposts or plan.  She is 

arguing for a position in which knowledge cannot help, and in fact hinders, development.   

 It is also a position of humility and openness.  These attitudes - approaching all 

writing from a state of humility and watchfulness - is a poetic ethos and practice I try to 

keep ever present. If one allows anything in, and observes everything, the potentials 

expand in multiples.   

 Other poems in this collection have been influenced by a variety of artists.  “The 

Last Supper” is my attempt to look at Da Vinci’s painting with new eyes.  The image is 

so omnipresent that one’s eyes tend to glaze over and value it as an idea or representation 

rather than to actually see it. “Broken Leaves” owes its creation to Brenda Hillman’s 

Death Tractates. She provided a way to think about and creatively articulate the obvious 

barrier between the living and the dead. Anna Swir, who I am a big fan of, influenced 

“Making.” And, I once read an interview with Sharon Olds where she talked about trying 

to make the first word of every line the important moment rather than the last word.  I 

borrowed this idea for the line breaks in “Dismantled.” I’m happy with the unbalanced 

and surprising effect it produces.    

 Obvious influences have been my professors and fellow students in the program.  

Exposure to a variety of writing styles and approaches, and intelligent guidance through 
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texts has been incredibly valuable. Working alongside peers whose talents were not my 

own – I would mention here the poems of Michael Pagan and Jill Bergkamp and their 

abilities in imagery and the employment of rich language - provided a lot of room for 

reflection, ambition, and consideration of my own style.  I am grateful to all of you.   

 Finally, I guess the question should be not what or who has influenced me, but 

what or who has not.  Cats, the color of the sky, the prospect of moving, my hangnail, the 

wind, the driver who cut me off, my inability to sleep, popular science, happy hour, my 

husband’s eyes, the moon, grass, traffic, it’s all in here.  The last poem in the collection, 

“To This Book,” acknowledges not only that this collection is incomplete but also that 

everything, every encounter and every sight, like the feet, knees, elbows and fists of muy 

thai, all gets thrown in.   
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SECTION ONE 
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I HAVE PROVISIONS FOR THE NIGHT 

 
my hands,  

aching, wrung blue.   

 

I could sever the left, gift it to Earth. 

 

Earth spins of blue and green and hand, 

gives back clay, timber, salt. 

Short one hand I form or construct nothing, 

ingest and release salt. 

 

Showers are days spent waiting. 

 

The future conspires with the past 

which may explain my blue palms, 

though I cannot be certain. 

 

The truth is 

Earth accepts nothing. 

I try sleep; my hands 

sleep with me.   
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SUBLIMATE 

 
Learning I was an architect 

in my absence of numbers  

things not learned 

necessary for construction. 

 

It’s a feeling more than a dream. 

 

I am not an architect. 

My house still stands 

though I am not in it 

 

it is in me 

and missed 

like all good things in good places not here. 

 

In my absence of knowledge 

of knowing what’s missing  

Dutch elm a shade of blue 

 

nothing to you but recommends 

an anecdote nor reminiscent 

but evoking the place we missed 

 

though imperfect 

a feeling a dream we once lived 

in the house we once built.   
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DREAM ON A RAILROAD SITE 

 
Arcs of heliotrope sing. 
 
 
The torso in a frenzy 
 
 
shatters missives from the spring. 
 
 

picked up a railroad tie and smelled it 
smelled white 

 
 
Touch is a foreign substance. 
 
 
The only witness, our skin. 
 
 
Statistics show death is on the rise, as is living. 
 
 
Truth, the bond, a shared indifference. 
 
 
In this place we know no other. 
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CASIDA OF THE HOUSECATS 

 
Morning clogs a dance on my forehead. 

Housecats articulate a feeling, 

fasting godlessly, involuntarily, vocally. 

It is their nature to object. 

Circling the fire, they want their meat. 

Fancy Feast must suffice. 

6:00 a.m. sediment clouds my vision. 

Providing, objecting to the wild in their nature, 

I articulate the godlessness of their demands. 

They eat nothing; it was a feast of fancy, 

feline adamancies a clog dance to the head, 

circling my slumber, easy prey.   
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REGRET 

 
Run in autumn down that gravel road 
of dips and swells slicing shorn fields 
where the wind might whip until there is no sound 
except the wind, and sometimes a row of trees  
embraces the wind and the only sound is gravel 
crunching beneath feet. 
 
And do not tire. 
Stay intent on being chased by your own 
shallow breathing until the pines have passed 
and the wind returns to its blowing. 
 
Do not take Alex.  Her ten-year bones 
forget she’s really seventy  
chasing wind through weeds. 
And she, like you, would not tire. 
 
Reach that one dip between two swells 
where the lay is prettiest, and where once 
you may have continued, now 
turn back. The cows will watch you turn 
because there is no one else to watch. 
Say hello because there is no one to listen. 
 
A cloud of dust might drive by, a hand  
rising from the wheel wondering to which neighbor  
you belong. For this moment, do not mind  
being possessed. Return home, cheeks glowing.   
 
If Alex had gone she’d be too stiff to rise.  
Instead she’ll lie her head on your knee  
and forgive you with her eyes 
until you apologize. 
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DECATUR COUNTY 

 
      Ancient farmhouse. 

Bezeled headstones in the family 
Cemetery.     Cloud of clover. 

Dead fox carcass behind the barn. 
 
Evolution from vacancy to  

Firepit freshly dug each summer. 
       gathering place.  Gravel roads.      

 
Hives threaten,       waspy 

Insect  species   hums  in   porch   eaves.   
 
Juxtapose:  One bathroom. 
 
Kids lined up to pee. Boys disappear behind   
Loaves of hay baking in the sun. 
 
Matthew’s Daughter.    Mama Eremica.   
 
Names on tombstones otherworldly. 
 
One percent (not a fact) live the agrarian life.  
Pond phosphers.   Pretty girls fish. 
 
Quiet.     

Rumpus in the walnut trees.    Radical freedom from the city. 
Scallop of sky seen through trees. 
 
Tom ponders on the sofa inside.   

Too much sun. 
Ustulating skin on day two.   
 
Veins of the commonplace welcome here: conversation simple.   
Water.  Wind.     
 
Xyloid siding painted white  
yellows. 
Zeitgeist September southern Iowa.    
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NEW MOON CYCLE 

   
were i to grow a child 

my mother would never know 

  

this is not the worst thing  

i know  

 

but it is something 

 

i am certain this does not bother my mother 

 other than tangentially 

 

 to know one is dying is certainly a bother 

but she has plenty of grandchildren 

 

26 so far 

does one more matter? 
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NIGHT WALK IN RURAL AMERICA 

 
Some places, still 

night time to be alone, 

best alone. 

These places, 

only light at night, moon. 

That hidden may stay hidden, 

that revealed, you choose, 

only you. 

These places, 

winter welcome.  Crunch alone 

over snow never shoveled, never crossed, 

no one tracks you but the moon, 

the moon. 
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MAKE BELIEVE 

 
The pockmarked roads of north Iowa 
still suffer from the weight of snow  
 
far from the shimmery white-hot  
terrain of South Florida 
 
where a daughter now lives. In Iowa,  
a man stays alone for the first time in years, 
 
the woman-who-is-his-wife escorted 
to a granddaughter’s baby shower hours away.  
 
The daughter in Florida creates their interior. 
 
This is how it will be when she is gone  
or when my ability exceeds her needs.   
 
He endures predatory thoughts as penance  
for any generous things left unsaid  
 
when her memory was as solid  
as their marriage.  Sleep is erratic. 
 
And the woman-who-is-his-wife  
thinks I want to go home. She wonders  
 
where her husband has gone.  She wakes 
afraid in the middle of the night.  In truth  
 
the man might be sleeping the night 
for the first time in years; the woman  
 
thinking only on fields that pass  
in frangrant green bouquets of corn.  
 
In Florida the daughter reads obituaries  
of her parents’ friends online.  They too  
 
had daughters, sons, or lovers  
who imagined them, and then believed.   
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BASKET OF YARN 

 
The skeins curl into each other for comfort, 
not dreaming of fishermen’s sweaters or striped scarves. 
They still shiver with the shock of cold shearing blades 
skating over pink skin, 
ignoring the yellow-eyed cat cleaning its claws.   
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WHAT THIS IS 

 
This blue earth 

This terra firma 

This name we give 

Expecting nothing for our gift. 

It cares not. 

We are dust. 

We settle. 

We are caught, 

dancing particles in the sun. 

We are swept under rugs 

With such authority. 
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PURSUIT OF GRASS 

 
and lastly, the patch expands 
erosion of white 
 
revelation of nature’s refuse 
disintegrated lamina 
 
vegetal sepia and 
 
uncultivated green 
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SECTION TWO 
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DOMESTIC  

GEOMETRY 

 
When my mother dies 

she’ll wear black  

with emeralds. 

 

 

Now, family steps in the middle:   

stove  table  sink   

interrupt geometry now,  

 

 

 

and she’ll miss an angle.   

Let her have her kitchen.   

I don’t care if she burns us all.     
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PREDAWN 

 
I like to rise dark mornings so still every sound ripples through surrounding silence. 

  

I like to think on those I cherish and those unknown who still lie prone unaware of my 

cave. 

 

I like to brew my coffee, which is instant and agrees with me, for  

 

I like the whistle of the teapot and the steam streaming as if in warning until removed 

from danger. 

 

I like to sit alone or with coffee, cat, paper, books in a predawn so removed from day it is 

its own era, until the cars commence, and I rise again.   

 

The sun, my husband, we rise to the occasion of the day and it is like two mornings, a 

second chance I never requested.   
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THE WINDOW 

 

She stood at the sink scrubbing pans 

talking with herself. 

The daughters were embarrassed. 

The sons didn’t notice. 

 

She pinned her sheets on the line, 

preferring wind to Downy. 

The daughters thought this inefficient. 

The sons didn’t know to, 

 

So she hung them herself and enjoyed it 

which she talked about over the sink, 

which looked out on her trees holding the line.   
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BROKEN LEAVES  

   and she said it was not up to me to live without her      
Brenda Hillman, Death Tractates 

 
 
We witness 

moments of absence as we gather at her table   

 

 

Alive; not fully with us    

until, holes in our knowledge of “mother.”   

 

Gasundheit, Mother. 

 

Perhaps our knowledge has no thrust where she goes.   

Perhaps she departs to larger matters.   

Not inward; otherward. 

Until, every meal a first.    .   

 

Until, my urge to protect reaches beyond her need.   

 

And all things there 

Becoming younger 

Facing change   

 

Or maybe young again?  

 

Perhaps.    

    * 

 

See?  I tend my ficus carefully.  And everyday the leaves break,  

drift,  
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willing themselves to  

 

where. 

          

 

And as children, we sheared the tops of carrots, transplanted them  

to water and window wells.   

Urged along their death.   

Removed from soil, they leech  

the sun.   

 

We, God.  They, no longer carrots.   

 

     * 

 

Perhaps it is true a little death happens daily;  

not as in small things die  

and not as in we cannot reproduce,  

cannot maintain elasticity, moisture.    

Not as in everyday we are closer to death.  

 

It is hard to be otherward and here.   

 
 
 
 
Italicized stanza in first section taken from Donald Revell’s poem “For Thomas Traherne” 
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COYOTE  

 
She’d slip away at night 

pad lightly to the window 

lean off hind legs 

peek at uncluttered love 

from eaves shadows. 

Peaceful and wonderfully humane. 

When the farm dogs barked in warning 

she’d pad back to her pack 

warn of trouble at the farmhouse. 

The window would always hold her family. 

She’d see only what the window allowed. 

She’d be a coyote if I could let her.   
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DESTINATIONS 

 
Unmapped territory marks  

the way of the future 

and past; follicles and blood  

flow through. 

 

The furrows deepen 

and terrain once  

monochromatic and pale 

begins offering gradations. 

 

Vascular satchelskin  

verdant and supple, or concave  

and dry, a desert of misery  

and thistle yet to be discovered. 

 

Collagen, stress, Oil of Olay, 

retin-A, love, sex, exoderm, 

eroding economies are 

creating my future. 

 

Complications lie ahead (I warn) 

and the future secrets 

the legend my countenance  

will one day require. 

 

 

 

I direct myself: 
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Look at my face.   

Nowhere to travel.  

The parthenon is my face; 

it is already here.   
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MISSED FLIGHT 

 
I was flying to Santa Fe          to attend a conference 

I was going to a conference          but the flight was delayed 

The flight was delayed          so I found a bathroom 

I found a bathroom          saw a bright red stain 

I saw a bright red stain          was a bright red stain 

I saw a bright red stain          so I found a flight attendant 

I found a flight attendant          her name was Marsha 

It was Marsha           as relayed on her badge 

It was on her badge          Marsha called for my bags 

She called for my bags          and squeezed my hand. 

She squeezed my hand          and apologized 

 

She sent me to baggage claim      and I called for a ride 

I called for a ride          but no one was home 

No one answered          so I hailed a cab 

I hailed a cab          to take me home 

It took me home          where I found more blood 

I found more blood          so I found a doctor 

I found a doctor           who found no heartbeat 
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ANASTROPHE 

 
Homeward directly, I wish 

victim to the senses. 

 

Absent the smell of balsam fir.   

 

Wending its way through 

the canal, traffic three 

blocks away.  The drum reverberates 

back lodging the city in my brain.   

 

Not mine, the cars. 

The city belongs to not me. 

 

When she asks my name 

my mother’s ear collects the sound 

rolls it slowly through the vestibule  

 

disclaims my reply. 

Who are you she says again 

and through the valley of time we slip. 

You are who?   
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GLOTTAL STOP 

 
Blunted thought on the nature of nature: 

Fecundity as irony. 

A uterus is no womb until it is womb. 

 

Miscarriage a stone which holds  

the syllable of an idea stuck  

in the neck of meaning.  

 

Months after we stopped trying 

the sound would get caught 

in my windpipe and lungs. 

 

A gap in the future.  

The ‘uh’ │ before the ‘oh’  

The voiceless plosion. 

 

The sound of the womb stone.   
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MAKING 

 
You cannot halt its fall 

by conscience or bullying. 

but you can admire its  

lawless brevity. 

 

Admiration – 

a habit of creatures 

yearning to create. 

 

The leaf 

will never admire you.   
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BROKEN SALT 

 
The word, displaced  

is replaced until ideas 

become the seasoning  

and thus transformed. 

 

Take me, a grain of soul. 

My soul exits through the pores, 

evaporates on the skin 

forming crystals that shimmer. 

 

You can dust your beans with my soul. 

Sprinkle my soul 

in your bread and I will rise.  

 

We break your bread. 
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HESITATION, CIRCLING 

 
His face, taped to the freezer door, 
known well to me. 
Round eyes in a patina of coffee brown. 
 
On the morning flight from Dubai 
to Addis our primal keenness is stolen  
by jetlag and foreign tongues. 
 
Landing, it hits.  We are pale splotchy skin  
in a sea of darker, more elegant hues.   
 
As children we were told gum 
remains in the body seven years. 
 
And rumors that motherhood comes naturally 
rested near the womb. 
 
He is nearly three. 
His language and predilections, 
his scent, all foreign to me.   
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HAUNT 

 
Painted wooden nesting dolls 

each one smaller inside, hidden. 

 

The outer surface larger, new, exposed. 

In time, all the surface is superfluous 

so each moves deeper from the chafing. 

But the figure never changes 

and the surface never disappears. 

 

When done, 

we restack the dolls 

watch from inside those skins. 
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THE LAST SUPPER 

 
See how they lean in to each other 
like women, living. 
 
See water into wine into blood. 
Bread, flesh. 
The every day made holy. 
 
See cracked chafed hands. 
Kneading that bread.  
Needing the flesh. 
 
Take it. 
all our flesh 
our body    
 
Take it. 
 
Our blood is holy. 
Let it nourish you. 
Forgive it.   
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SECTION THREE 
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EMBRACE 

 
As I pull up my jeans, the lizard springs  

all five inches out the hole of the left leg,  

scampering into the bathroom still damp  

from my lukewarm shower.  We search 

for days; days later perform catch  

and release as we’ve done so often  

before.  These creatures  

attend to us unbidden.   

 

It’s these innocuous moments that the sorrow  

comes on, waylays with a thick,  

clammy embrace.  And just so departs.  

A layer shed and the rest wrung  

damp, lighter. Whose home is this body?  

Both at home and then not.   
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ANOTHER YEAR 

 
Did you know many men have been 
cited for urinating against a tree?  
 
This anecdote offered up 
to jog recall of encounters with law.  
 
Failure to divulge  
will impede our progress. 
 
We discuss home studies,  
dossiers, departments of state 
 
and my husband  
who declined selective service  
 
may be in their records  
though he was never convicted  
 
he certainly never received  
federal aid for his degree.   
 
It says something about him  
which is what they seek.   
 
We write our lives detailing  
weaknesses and habits  
 
personal and marital.  We are  
evaluated by strangers 
 
determined acceptable to bring  
a child from a country we know  
 
solely from t.v.  We play  
by the rules procure documents  
         
find cash to provide a child  
with a home but really  
 
to provide a home with a child.  
A man to be father stretched  
 
beyond his resolve plods on  
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buoyed by his faith 
 
in me.  A particular and touching  
form of loving.   
 
We are relieved to leave  
the cycles of structured obligatory 
 
occasionally ineffective 
lovemaking behind.   
 
They pained him  
beyond recall.   
 
We must take a course  
which in a show of grace  
 
delivers itself online.   
We are supposed to learn  
 
how hard it is to parent a child,  
any child, a child of another race 
 
a child abandoned  
by family or disease. 
   
We are supposed to discuss  
how we will integrate  
 
our child’s culture into their life  
and we are baffled.   
        
As if we know now  
what this child wants or needs.  
 
The urge to simply state  
we will do what we can  
 
to make this child happy  
as all dutiful parents 
 
is stifled.  This is not  
a thorough answer.   
 
We are casually warned  
our bottles of wine are a danger  
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to the heads of quadrupeds.   
As if this child were here  
 
tomorrow as if we must 
prepare today 
 
for our twenty month caesura.   
As if just another year.      
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CONTAINMENT 

 
ca. 1901   

Annie Taylor rode over Niagara Falls in a barrel 
at a time when barrels were hot commodities. 
Coopers proclaimed their product while stating Annie 
“should be spanked and put to bed.” 
She was sixty-three.   
 
 

every year 
spring arrives like a train, 
like hope, like a long distant friend, 
like death, and our bodies  
unfurl, loosen, love,  
recall their water 
like an aging woman in a barrel 
like whiskey or fish. 
  
   

the barrel  
with its humble ability to contain  
most anything, and be contained. 
kilkerkin rundlet firkin 
queenspipe hogshead puncheon 
kier tierce and bilge.   
 
 

bilge  
like an aging body 
like skin a barrel of water, 
circadian rhythms, genes that carry 
our ancesters, amygdalas, and hippocampi 
everything metaphysical.   
Memorial. 
 
 

 
( ) 
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we live together       die alone 
and then 

 
 

the world 
is raining here, maybe everywhere. 
and we know this body, yours, mine 
ours, we are  
water. 
We die, deplete 
drain runoff evaporate rain 
fall rush flood 
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NOTES ON A LIMINAL STATE 

 
Waiting: its own dimension.  Your life is nearby and I witness from my field of waiting. 
 
 
 
I have been lost now in the field of waiting.  The angst of August corn rustles ahead and 
below.  
 
* 
 
Grab this ribbon in my chest.  Pull.  Inside, patience unravels. 
 
* 
 
Patience unraveled produces more waiting. 
 
* 
 
Waiting: a magician’s ribbon of scarves.  Pull and pull but the end never arrives. 
 
* 
 
Southerners do not know the weary days bearing down on a March evening of snow. 
 
* 
 
My uncle waited in an airport wheelchair for the attendant to return.  He waited until his 
flight departed. 
 
* 
 
When all around him glittered, for what then did Midas wait? 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
When time enters allegory we are in a place of danger.   
 
* 
 
Palm trees grow so quickly.  I will always be five foot four.
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CHANNELING TARANTINO 

 
Can I leave now?  She posed the question  

like a lawyer. Then she tried. 

The lock was stuck.  It reminded her of death. 

He bid her come here; a double entendre, a reservoir dog. 

A boogie beat across the room flattened in her head.   

He cold cocked her. The spuds smoldered.   

The meat pie boiled over. 

He sat back; he combed back his hair. 

She stayed standing as if in hipboots.   

Straight in the legs and wavering up top. 

She put her hand on the table.  It was shaking. 

The trestle was shaking, the bolts were loose. 

He sipped a cherry cola. 

She felt wet; the cola was flat.    

She saw the foam rising.  It was her soul leaving.   

Her mouth was bleeding.  Words lost their roots. 

Her tongue flew out a slit of open window. 

She thought of 1985.  Tears for Fears. Like a Virgin.   

A sheet fell over her eyes.  It got dark.   
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TRUTH WAS SCATTERED 

 
A walk, a path of sky and fences where the wind whips loose a shadow. 
 
a refraction so unfamiliar   only a stranger might identify. 
 
The rules of shadows: are changing. 
 
What was known and what is / compete 
 

but a shadow has always required contour. 
 
Mourning shadow, the world is morphing. 
  
 
 
A shadow lingers, stoops and studies the particulars: 

 
a crenellated pebble 
light 
all of fecund nature 

 
wants not to be left behind 
 

in the ancient heat of a walker’s familiar domain. 
 
Straightens and arches the penumbra 
 

turns back to study the meander 
as the future bullies in.   
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DISMANTLED 

 
It’s at Cuoco Pazzo where the chairs are dark and hefty, built for  

Kings and hers pushed back too far from our  

Table brushing the chair of the table nearby. The  

Man who enters has cufflinks and slick  

Hair, not too palpably arrogant but it’s in the  

Air.  He wants to reach his seat asks her to move her  

Chair. And she can’t understand what his  

Request is asks what?  Aside from the  

Chair being heavy and the leg of the  

Table in the way she is slow to understand.   

She doesn’t know what she is to do. The  

Man in cufflinks scowls, rebuffs her  

Endeavor to comprehend, squeezes through.   

She says again what did you want; will not be reduced. 

He sneers, looks about for witness to her absurdity, sits; their  

Chairs touch and the production of his discomfort is significant.  The 

Pasta congeals and stomachs fill with  

Violence.  She is confused.  She has done nothing wrong. Her 

Chair is too big and her brain wrapped in too much 

Plaque. The man touches his chalice of red to a 

Martini as we are now forgotten.  And 

We wish destruction, to shatter that chair, the  

Table, the man, his friends, throw a match, destroy them all, the  

Restaurant and ourselves too; wipe away the 

Ashes and memories of heartless 

Men, and diseases of the  

Brain that can be betrayed by a chair. 
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FLESH  /  PERCEPTION 

 
My mother sees a man in the birch out back.   

In the oak in Chicago. 
Men in trees everywhere. 
 

Her notifications not of fear, rather 
mere observations. 
 
We see nothing. 
 

* 
 
 
Walking, a shimmery, searing, mirage of a South Florida day.  
 
In the distance  
a man pushes a long-legged toddler in a stroller. 
 
Holding a fishing pole 
 
We pass.   
Not a stroller.  A man  
pushes a machine painting lines     on     asphalt. 
Holding a broom.   
 
We pass and I do not look back. 
 
If I had turned away earlier, he would be forever the man  

pushing a long-legged toddler 
   in a stroller 
 
     * 
 
 
Our flesh is flesh.  Her body turns  
elsewhere.   
 
Further and further    she will not look back.   
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There is a man.   
Someday we too 

will know he was real.   
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KNOWING          

 
Neuroscientists have identified a condition, (X),  
symptomized by constant recycling of memory.   
Living a present that is already  
 
history.  
Persistent deja vu.   
Nothing new. 
 
Every conversation old and 
no one a stranger.   
The same bird sings the same song in the same tree on the same walk as yesterday   
though the street is new.   
 
I said; nothing is new. 
 
Scientists posit memory: 
one   Actual content (plus) 
two    Conscious experience of memory sensation  
three   (equals)  Memory 
 
Constituent X remains forever in a state of two, thus,  
it is not what you know but how you feel it. 
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SAY:  GALLARUS ORATORY 

 
Only stones pulled from fields. 
Breaking backs, say the stones,  
but we are dry inside. 
 
No alchemy in this creation  
but the ability to sacrifice the body  
and a keen eye for the right rock. 
 
Say there is no shame in the ordinary. 
Say stones have no rings. 
 
Say trees are dark, have a low albedo  
while stones laugh we are pure, pure. 
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TO THIS BOOK 

 
Incomplete book, you are the dog that waits  

At every doorway daily, at morose play. 

You are the faithful in the absent abodes. 

The rest is footsteps, the leap.   




